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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper provides an analytical basis for characterizing key differences
between two perspectives on how to estimate the expected damages of low
probability - high consequence events. One perspective is the conventional
method used in the U.S.-EC fuel cycle reports [e.g., ORNL/RFF (1994ab)].
This paper articulates another perspective, using economic theory. The paper
makes a strong case for considering this, approach as an alternative, or at least
as a complement, to the conventional approach. This alternative approach is an
important area for future research.

I Interest has been growing worldwide in embedding the external costs of
productive activities, particularly the fuel cycles resulting in electricity
generation, into prices. In any attempt to internalize these costs, one must take
into account explicitly the remote but real possibilities of accidents and the wide
gap between lay perceptions and expert assessments of such risks.

In our fuel cycle analyses, we estimate damages and benefits' by simply
monetizing expected consequences, based on pollution dispersion models,
exposure-response functions, and valuation functions. For accidents, such as
mining and transportation accidents, natural gas pipeline accidents, and oil barge

'Largely based on an earlier paper by A. J. Krupnick, A. Markandya, and E. Nickell which was
prepared for the American Agricultural Economics Associations Meetings, Orlando, Florida, 1993. The
earlier version benefitted from valuable comments by A. M. Freeman. The authors thank the ollowing
members of the U.S.-EC fuel cycle teams who have commented on various ideas developed in the earlier
version: M. Dreicer, G. Michaels, and R. Lee.

"By damage and benefit we mean the willingness to pay to avoid the effects (or to pay for the benefits)
associated with the new plant (and the rest of the fuel cycle that supports it).
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accidents, we use historical data to estimate the rates of these accidents. For
extremely severe accidents--such as severe nuclear reactor accidents and
catastrophic oil tanker spills--events are extremely rare and they do not offer a
sufficient sample size to estimate their probabilities based on past occurrences.
In those cases the conventional approach is to rely on expert judgments about
both the probability of the consequences and their magnitude.

As an example of standard practice, which we term here an expert
expected damage (EED) approach to estimating damages, consider how
evacuation costs are estimated in the nuclear fuel cycle report [ORNL/RFF
(1994ab)]. Out-of-pocket costs per day of evacuation from a serious accident
at a nuclear power plant ($27/person) are multiplied by the 53,000 people
expected to be evacuated for 7 days. This calculation gives the value of this
aspect of an accident at about $10 million. Multiplying by the expert-assessed
annual probability of that accident 6.2 x 10-', the estimate in the U.S. study),
the estimate of expected damage from this event is 620, or about one cent per
person.

When this approach is followed, the implicit suggestion is that if about
I cent were offered annually to each of those individuals in the evacuation area
for accepting the risk of this
accident, they would be fully

. ..... ..... . . . ........ ...compensated for the
evacuation-cost component of !Were:�� i el� e: M d � i h �I M.are: I M oh. . ...... .. ....... .. .. .... . .. ... .... .C. n.. C.that risk? There are some e 0 P= �_p e......... ........ ... .. .... .
obvious and not so obvious W ............ ... . ................ ....problems with this reasoning-
The most obvious problem is -1 U d ... t
that there may be many more .. . ......... . .. .. . .......... .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... .. ..... ... . .. ........... ..... .. ..... .. ... .. ...... .....

ow ob:610 htypes of effects of an accident ��: �� � � ::� r � � 0 10046 �....... ........ . .. .............. . .. . . . ........... ..... . .......
than an analyst can track and ven k. a M I 6 h:
quantify. To the extent that g7rorlngl e �:ex: anh.,. . ... . .. ...... ..... . .some of these effects are Pe cive ... mjndivid:: C137W e. wa :4 e .......... . ..... .. . .. .. . .. . .......... .. .. . .... . . ..... ........ . ..
missing, the money value MOW6derived will be too low. The . ..... ..... risk 6 .. .......assess on. .. .. .............. ...psychic costs associated w ith .................... . . . ........ .... .. .. ... ..
the trauma of being evacuated

'Here we are abstracting from health risks, damages to land and capital assets, etc.
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and the fear that one might have been fatally dosed (even though one is not) are
two examples of damages that are difficult to estimate, but potentially large.
This problem, however interesting and important, is not the subject of this paper.

Rather, the problems addressed here may be described as a failure of the
EED approach to account for individual preferences and for the context in which
these preferences are expressed. In modern economics, the basis for the
valuation of any commodity, including complex and non-market ones like health
risks, is individual preferences as expressed in or inferred through market
behavior, or as inferred through observing other types of behavior. Just as few
Would question the legitimacy of individual perceptions and preferences in
determining the price of fast, sleek cars, there is legitimacy in permitting
perceptions and preferences that influence individuals' assessments of risks and
the value to them of avoiding such risks.

There are three main limitations from an economics perspective with
what we term the expert expected damage (EED) approach when it is applied
to low probability-high consequence events:

(i) Ignoring risk aversion. The EED approach assumes that
actuarial value and satisfaction, what economists term "utility,"
are equivalent. In "risky" situations, however, study after
study find that people need more money to compensate them
for taking risks than the actuarial value of these risks (i.e.,
more than cent in the case above). The reason is simply that
people are adverse to taking risks, particularly of the type we
are considering here.

(ii) Ignoring the ex ante perspective in individual decision making.
We distinguish here between an ex ante approach and an ex
post approach to making decisions when outcomes are
uncertain. The ex post approach, which is part of the EED
approach, assumes that individuals maximize the expected
value of their welfare realized in alternative stateS4 . However,
economists have found more empirical support for individuals'
maximizing expected utilities, which we term the ex ante
approach, following Hammond 1981). The term "expected
utility" is used because individuals are assumed to maximize
the expected value of their utility oer a state with, arid a state

4In fact the valuation actually carried out is even less welfare based than that. Often it is simply the
cost of an accident in terms of the direct impacts (value of loss of rops, co sts of rehousing etc.) that are
taken. These would not be equal to the welfare costs in terms of willingness to pay even if the event were
certain.
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without, the accident while accounting for the probability of
each state occurring. This may be distinguished from the EED
approach where one estimates the loss in satisfaction from the
consequences of an accident if it occurred with certainty and
then multiplies this amount by the probability that the accident
will occur.

(iii) Ignoring lay risk assessments. The EED model as described
above is based on expert assessment of the probabilities of
uncertain events and on the magnitude of both these events
and the consequences of the fuel cycle that might be
considered relatively certain (e.g., releases of tritium from
nuclear power plant operations). Studies have shown that the
lay public believes these estimates are far too low. Further,
for certain risks, the public has been shown to hold a complex,
multi-attribute definition of those risks, encompassing much
more than probabilities and consequences -- incorporating
trust, controllability, dread and other concerns that are outside
of the purview of an expert risk assessment.' The distinction
between expert and lay assessments of risk does not mean that
either is incorrect. However, it suggests that, since damages
are estimated based on individuals' willingness to pay (WTP)
to avoid risks, it is more appropriate to estimate damages
based on lay perceptions of risk since their willingness to pay
is based on their perceptions. This idea is equally applicable
to all of the fuel cycles, though assessments of the nuclear fuel
cycle are unusually sensitive to this distinction.

In theory, unless these issues are addressed, the sum of money estimated
as the damage will not match the amount needed to fully compensate those
potentially harmed. Accordingly, this paper offers an alternative paradigm, which
we term an expected utility (EU) approach, that incorporates risk aversion, the
ex ante perspective (i.e., expected utility maximization), and lay perceptions of
risks. The EU model is then used to simulate the consequences for damage
estimates of substituting the EU model for the EED model using the state-
dependent utility function approach" alluded to above. In this exercise, we use
hypothetical values for the degree of risk aversion, the size of the loss if an
accident occurs, the probability of an accident, and other parameters to
investigate this relationship. We also simulate the differences between the two
models using parameter values drawn from one of the U.S. fuel cycle reports
(ORNL/RFF 1994b). Next, an attempt is made to use the appropriate, if very

'Here, there is some overlap between ignoring risk aversion and ignoring lay risks, as some of the
"extra-risk" attributes, such as "dread," may properly be classified under risk aversion.
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inconclusive, literature to quantify the ratio of expert to lay risks. Finally, this
information is used in another simulation analysis with the EU and EED models
to investigate the effect of these differences on the damage estimates.

2. SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS

To provide a specific context for the analyses, we consider the nuclear
fuel cycle. As stated previously, the conceptual underpinning of the analysis
applies to all fuel cycles. However, we expect the differences in estimates of
damages to be markedly -different in the nuclear fuel cycle, probably more so
than in other fuel cycles'.

We make an assumption that the public's preferences are additive and
separable across stages of the nuclear cycle.' Such an assumption permits us
to focus on a particular stage of this cycle to illustrate our approach and to
compare it to estimates of damage derived from the EED approach, which
necessarily views expected consequences at each stage as additive and separable.

For the rest of this paper, we will focus on the power plant
operation/accident stage. In the context of the U.S. -EC fuel cycle studies, where
the focus is on externalities from a new power plant, the damage valuation
problem can be reframed as a siting problem. Conceptually, we ask the
question: What is the individual willingness to pay to avoid a new power plant
being sited at a given location (in our case, at a particular reference

'Why should the nuclear fuel cycle be used as an example? The answer lies in public preferences: "all
things nuclear" seem to be held in the public mind with a particular dread, mystery, and awe that is lacking
with "all things coal," or with the other fuel cycles. As will be seen below, differences between lay and
expert risks associated with the operation of coal-fired power plants are small relative to such differences
with respect to nuclear plants, and insofar as we can learn, no one is seriously concerned about a "severe"
accident at a coal-fired power station to anywhere the degree that they are about nuclear accidents. Thus,
public risk aversion to probabilistic events does not appear to arise for the coal or other fuel cycles to the
extent that it does for the nuclear fuel cycle. This is not to say that the damages from a coal-fired power
plant are less than those from a nuclear plant. Rather we are saying that risk aversion and the divergence
between lay and expert risk assessments are not much of an issue for the coal cycle; hence, there is little
payoff to using an EED model and an EU model to estimate darriages in that fuel cycle.

'To estimate the damages and benefits associated with the entire nuclear cycle using the EU approach
is a daunting, perhaps even a hopeless, task. It can be argued that the public views nuclear power risks
holistically, not distinguishing in their assessments of risks between the various stages of the nuclear cycle,
from mining to storage, and even including concern over nuclear proliferation and nuclear terrorism. If this
is true, one should not apply the EU (or EED) model to each stage of the nuclear cycle and sum the
resulting damage estimates. Rather, if nuclear power risks are viewed holistically, the EU model should
be defined over all stages of the nuclear cycle simultaneously to derive a holistic damage estimate.
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environment)? This willingness to pay would be conditioned on the individual's
risk aversion, his or her knowledge about and understanding of the probabilities
and magnitude of accidents, the effects of operational releases of radiation and
other pollutants, other elements that would form this individual's assessment of
risks, and the potential employment and economic benefits to be realized from
the new plant.'

3. AN EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL OF POWER PLANT
OPERATIONS AND ACCIDENT RISKS

3.1 DISCUSSION OF THE CONCEPT

The measure of interest for the EU approach is the WTP of all
individuals (including managers, stockholders of affected businesses, etc.) to
avoid a small risk of a nuclear accident that would be posed by the siting and
operation of a nuclear power plant in a particular area. This is a siting
problem, which can be portrayed as a choice between accepting a plant with
compensation and rejecting it.'

Three papers provide models on this subject: Freeman 1989), Smith
(1992), and Kunreuther and Easterling 1992). Each uses basically the same
formulation, but Freeman's is the most straightforward. Following Freeman, we
posit an EU model where individuals maximize expected utility over two states
that are identical except that a power plant accident occurs in one state, but not
in the other. The utility function in either state is assumed to be the same, but
the preferences for goods differ, depending on whether an accident has occurred.
The model abstracts from any time dimension. This relationship may be
described as follows:

Max: E(U = qU(X, A*) + (I- q)U(X, 0)
X

subject to the budget constraint

M = X

'We leave aside here the question of whether and to what extent employment and other economic
effects may be considered externalities.

9 There is a literature, discussed below, which concludes that individuals will not accept compensation
in return for their approval for a waste repository located near them, at least until certain minimum
standards of trust and public participation are met. Assume for now that such conditions are met.
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where A* are the adverse physical consequences of the event (which takes a
value of zero if the event does not occur), X represents all other goods, U(- is
the utility function, q is the probability of the adverse event, M is (certain)
income, and p represents a vector of (certain) prices over goods X. Given the
utility function and budget constraints, there is an expression - called an indirect
utility function V(MpA) - that gives the maximum utility attainable given M,
p, and A.

Because we are not at this stage dealing with the third limitation of EED
-- that it ignores the issue of expert vs. lay risks - we assume that somehow
individuals know q and A*. Also assume that they have no opportunities for
self protection or self insurance. If there were such opportunities, individuals
could be made indifferent to these risks through market opportunities.

We address the first limitation of the typical EED approach - that it
ignores risk aversion - by postulating utility functions that build in risk aversion.
More income is assumed to result in
higher utility levels but at a diminishing
rate. Risk aversion is measured by the
curvature of the utility function with ad&i��Ae�'�fij
respect to income. If the utility function limitwi Clark �4v
were drawn as a straight line, this would EED.. �"���Ihaflt
mean that the individual is neither risk ignoresi�khk. Ametsi
averse nor risk loving, since he would be
indifferent to an equal chance of income ti

ath f1d.increasing or decreasing by the same III �� Fiat....
ris aversion..

amount. This is recisely what is being k
assumed by the EED approach, where
money and utility are being implicitly
equated. With a downward curvature, risk aversion is implied the individual
loses more utility with a decrease in income than he gains with an increase in
income.

The second limitation of the EED approach is addressed by deriving
expressions for damage using an ex ante perspective and an ex post perspective
and performing simulations to ascertain how large these differences in damages
are. With an ex ante approach, the value of reducing the consequences of an
event to zero (the siting case) (i.e. A=O) is given as the maximum the individual
would be willing to pay (W*) before he or she knows whether the event will
occur to leave the individual indifferent to the adverse event occurring (with
probability q) or not (with probability I-q). In equation form, this condition is:
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qV(M, A*) (I -q)V(MO) = qV(M-W*,O) (I q)V(M-W*,O = V(M-W*,0)-'0 (1)

The ex post value on the other hand is given by qW', where

V(M, A) = V(M-W', 0) (2)

In Fig. 1 a state-dependent utility function is drawn, with the relationship
between V and M being plotted for A = and A = A*. The ex-ante and ex-
post values are shown. Given the functional form for V it is possible to
compare the values of qW' and W*. In the paper by Freeman, an estimate of
the ex post and ex ante values is also made but not by making a global
comparison between the two, as given in equations (1) and 2). Instead he looks
at the marginal WTP for a small change in A and compares the ex ante and ex
post values associated with such a change. We would argue that the non-
marginal approach is better, given the discrete nature of A. Hence we report

below some sample results of parameter values that are realistic for the nuclear
plant siting problem referred to above.

3.2 SIMULATIONS

Simulations using the Southeast Reference environment for a nuclear

power plant serve as examples of the differences between ex ante and ex post

estimates of marginal damages. Table I provides the parameters for the
simulations. Table 2 presents the ratio of these estimates for two different
hypothetical utility functions, each with a range of risk aversion built in.

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 2 apply to a particular utility function. In the

first case, the elasticity of the marginal utility of income is constant, as is the
coefficient of risk aversion when the value of A (damages ftom the event) is set

at zero. However, if A is positive, the coefficient of relative risk aversion

decreases with income, which is not consistent with the observed evidence.
The second utility function has increased relative risk aversion, with the level
of risk aversion depending on the level of income. Hence this function is more
consistent with the evidence on risk aversion and income.

"Freeman shows that the rightmost expression is identical for the case of reducing the probability of
the adverse event to zero.
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MO-W- MO ON 

W* 4-

A=O

(MOM
qV(MOA*)+(l -)V(MOO) A=A*

V(M-WO) V(MOA

V(MA)

W* is ex-ante VTP

qW' is ex-post VVTP

A corresponding ex post WTP can be calculated.

Fig. 1. Ex ante and ex post WTP with a state dependent utility function
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Table 1. Parameters for simulations of ex ante
to ex post damage ratios, by utility function

Parameters Function I Function II

Utility Function V = M(I_W))b v = e-bM(I-W)

b 0.5 0.0001, 0.0005

r (risk aversion) 0.5 2, 10

M (income) $24,807

W (losses as of 0.1%; 10%; 50% and 14% (see the ORNL/RFF
income) Nuclear Fuel Cycle Report)

qe 0.001; 0.1; 621x 10-' (see the ORNL/RFF
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Report)

qr See Text: 0.0; 0.1; 0.5

W(�t + P) See Text: 0.01; 0.05 025; 0.5; 1

Each of the two sections in Table 2 provides the ratio of ex ante to ex
post damage measures for an accident occurring with an expert probability
defined in the first column. These probabilities are 0. 5, 0 I 0, 0. 001 and 6.2x 1 0-5
[the latter being the probability of a serious reactor accident as estimated in the
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Table 2 Ratios of ex ante to ex post
marginal values of damages

Utility Function I V = M(I_W))Ab

Ratio of Ex Ante to Ex Post Damages

Expert b Relative = .1% = 0% W = 0% W = 14%
Probability Risk

Aversion (r)

0.500 0.50 0.50 1.000125 1.013167 1.085786 1.018843

0.100 0.50 0.50 1.000225 1.023700 1.154415 1.033919-

6.20E-05 1 0.50 1 0.50 1 1.000250 1.026332 1.171562 1.037685

Utility Function II V = EXP[-BM(I-W)]

Ration of Ex Ante to Ex Post Damages

Expert b Relative W = .1% W = 0% W 50% W = 14%
Probability Risk

Aversion (r)

0.500 0.0001 2.50 1.000620 1.061859 1.292036 1.086391

0.100 0.0001 2.50 1.001117 1.119276 1.771140 1.171468

0.001 I 0.0001 2.50 1.001240 1.134800 1.978320 1.195377

6.20E-05 0.0001 2.50 1.134950 1.980599 1.195610 1

0.500 0.0005 10.00 1.003100 1.292036 1.777119 1.388523

0.100 0.0005 10.00 1.005600 1.771140 6.316335 2.209759

0.001 0.0005 10.00 1.006221 1.978320 64. 58300 2.687303

6.20E-05 0.0005 10.00 1.006227 1.980599 -78.24230 2.693193

W is potential loss of income if an accident occurs expressed as a percent of total income.

For Utility Function II the ratio is dependent on the level of income as is the relative risk aversion.

Median Income is 24,807
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U.S. Nuclear Fuel Cycle report ORNL/RFF (1994b)]. After simulations with a
variety of parameter values for the utility functions, those presented under
column b seem reasonably representative, with results being fairly insensitive to
this parameter. The column labeled r shows the degree of risk aversion implied.
Each simulation assumes a loss from the event as a percentage of income, using
the same ranges as in the first set of simulations for three cases plus a fourth
case for the loss estimated in (ORNL/RFF 1994b). The (median) income for a
Tennessee household in 1990, 24,807, is used in the simulations and in
computing the percentage loss for the fourth case.

Referring to the first three columns associated with each function, the
basic story is that ex ante damages exceed ex post damages for the cases shown,
and that this ratio is larger the greater the risk aversion (function 1), the smaller
the probability of the event and the greater the loss if the event occurs. The
most extreme result is with an expert probability of 0.001, risk aversion of 0
and a loss of 50% of one's income if an accident occurs. Using the ex post
measure of loss as opposed to the ex ante measure results in ex ante damages
being 65 times greater than ex post damages. A more subtle result of utility
function 11 is that the relationship of this ratio to the probability of the event is
strongly dependent on the degree of risk aversion. When risk aversion is small
(say 25), the ratio rises much more slowly with falling probabilities than it does
when risk aversion is large (10). Another result, which is more intuitive, is that
when the losses are small, the choice of utility function and parameter values is
not very important, there being little difference between ex ante and ex post
damages.

Turning to the simulations based on the U.S. Nuclear Fuel Cycle report,
the probabilities of a serious accident is 6.2xlO-', divided into an LCF (limited
containment failure) and an MCF (massive containment failure), with
probabilities of 4.6xlO-' and 1.6xlO-', respectively. Losses conditional on
occurrence of the event are computed by multiplying the impacts by the unit
values discussed in that report. We focus these simulations on just the
evacuation area, for purposes of illustration, and because the damages per
household are largest. Health damage from an LCF to this population is 6
million and for an MCF it is 52 million, while the direct evacuation costs of
an LCF are 0.2 million and of an MCF 14 million. Total damages are 72.2
million. Spread over 53,000 people, or (with 256 persons per household)
20,700 households, conditional damages total 3,488 per household. With
median household income of 24,807, the loss represents 14 percent of income,
the value in Table I for W. The relevant results for this scenario are set in bold
in Table 2.

For the "plausible" parameters in the nuclear fuel cycle (with the
potential expected loss of income being 14% of total income), the two utility
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functions provide very different estimates of the ratio of ex ante to ex post
damages. These ratios range from 102 to 269, with greater risk aversion
resulting in a larger ratio for function II. The shaded results can be used for a
sensitivity analysis. The ratio rises rapidly for larger losses. Referring to
function II, with risk aversion of 25, the ratio is 1006 with a loss of 01 of
income, rising to 198 for a 50% loss. This suggests that overestimating
consequences contributes to less error than underestimating consequences when
using the EED approach instead of the EU approach. Another interesting result
is that the ratio is not particularly sensitive to the estimate of the probability of
the event, irrespective of risk aversion and utility function assumed. Notice how
the ratio of ex ante to ex post damage is virtually the same for a probability of
0.001 and a probability of 0000062. This result suggests that, with respect to
the comparison of the EED and EU approaches, complex probabilistic risk
assessments (PRAs) that estimate probabilities in great detail are not very
important with respect to the ratio of ex ante to ex post damage.

These simulations are quite similar to those of Freeman (1989) noted
above. In the cases where the marginal
value of reducing A increases with . . .. ... .. . . .. ....... .... .. .. ..... ....... ........ .. . . . . . . .. .. .. ........ ..incom e (w hich holds for both utility .... .. ..... . .. ....... .. .. ... .. ......... ..... . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... ..... . .. .. ... .... ... .. ... . .. ......... ..... ....... .. ..... ........ .......... .. ........... ..... ...h. ... ......functions given in Table 2) Freem an . .. ....... . .. ........ ....... .. ...... ........ . ...................... .. .. ............... ..... .. .. .. ..... ... .............. ........ ................ ......... ..... .. ............ ......... .
finds that the results depend significantly ........ .. .. ... .. ..... ..... .... ... . ... ... . . .. ....... ................. ... .. . . . ...... ....... .. .....on the s ecific utility function assumed. On no.. ..................... . ..... ... .... .... ........ ..... ...... ....... .. ..... .. .... ... . . ... .. .. ........ ... ..... ........ . ... ........... .. .. .... .. ................. .. . .. .. .. . ...... ..... .. ... .... .. .. .. . . . ..... .. ... .. .. ..............Specifically, for catastrophic, low .............

........ ......probability events, such as severe reactor ....... ......... ..... :� .. .. ..... ..accidents some utility functions lead tot ........ce...he' ee an A ....
ex ante damages exceeding ex pos ..... ..... ..
damages by large percentages; others m

.. . . ..... .. ........... .... . ......... .. ......... .. .. .. .. ............. .............. ..... ........... ..... .. ....... ............... ... ....
yield the reverse conclusion. Freeman
concludes that without more information
on preferences, we cannot predict the sign and magnitude of the difference
between ex ante and ex post damages.

4. EXPERT VERSUS LAY RISKS

There are always differences -between experts' and lay people's
perceptions of risks, whether those risks are of a dam break, natural gas pipeline
explosion, or oil spill. Nowhere are these differences more crucial to the
viability of a technology than in the nuclear fuel cycle. Probably the most
salient element of the debate over the very future, of nuclear power is t.he
"disjuncture" (Kasperson 1992) between the risks of nuclear power as considered
by experts engaged in the analysis of these risks and public perceptions of
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nuclear risks. The community of nuclear analysts, after highly detailed analyses
of accident scenarios (called probabilistic risk assessments), have consistently
found risks from nuclear power plant accidents and from other components of
the fuel cycle to be exceedingly small. In contrast, the public has been shown
to liken nuclear power plant accident risks to risks of nuclear war Weart 1992),
has appeared to ignore the expert estimates, and has consistently fought for
diminished reliance on nuclear power and against the location of any nuclear
activity in "their backyard," irrespective of compensation offered.

In this section we hope to lay out these different perspectives, explore the
literature for quantifying differences between expert and lay risk estimates, and
use the model developed in the previous section to examine the effect of these
differences on damage estimates using the EED and the EU perspectives.

4.1 DEFINITIONAL ISSUES

This disjuncture between the experts and the public goes by a wide
variety of descriptions, each with slightly different connotations, but each
revealing important aspects of the problem. Kasperson 1992) refers to the
disjuncture between "technical" and "social or perceptual" analysis of hazards
(p' 155), characterizing the former as focusing on the probability of events and
the magnitude of their consequences, with "risk" defined as the multiplication
of the two. The latter term then refers to the "qualitative properties (newness,
involuntary nature, catastrophic potential) of hazards that shape social experience
and reactions," leading some analysts to call for modification of the technical
calculations. However, Kasperson notes that no coherent framework for
integrating technical and social aspects of risks has come forward.

Bradbury 1989) refers to "technical" risks as "objective" risks, dividing
"social" risks into "psychometric risks" (which includes values and judgments
of individuals) and "cultural" risks, which emphasizes the social construction of
risks. Others simply use the dichotomy of objective versus subjective risks, or
actual versus perceived risks. In the risk assessment (RA) debates at the
Environmental Protection Agency, the same dichotomy is termed the "hard" path
and the "soft" path to risk assessment.

Each of these designations conveys the impression that when the experts
finish their analyses, there is a reasonable degree of certainty over the
probability and consequences of various accidents while, on the other hand,
these is almost no logic or rationale to assessments of risks by the public. These
designations leave an impression that one perspective is correct and the other
one not. This paper eschews making that judgment.
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Evidence suggests that experts are not entirely objective, and that the
public is not entirely irrational and subjective in their assessments of risks. For
example, at the technical end, in developing probabilities of accidents, human
error and human-machine interactions as well as materials deterioration are
relatively new areas of study and not completely understood. In estimating
consequences, the effects of radiation on health are subject to much uncertainty,
given recent interpretations of cancer data from Japan. In addition, variability
of weather patterns, uncertainties about the speed and scope of evacuations, and
uncertainties about the food contamination pathways for radiation make an
expert, "technical" risk assessment dependent on numerous assumptions based
on the analyst's judgment.

Regarding this judgment, when it comes to risk perceptions, technical
people may be just as vulnerable to the influence of "extraneous factors" in their
judgments as any other group. For example, in a survey on how close different
groups would be willing to live to a nuclear power plant, a coal-fired power
plant, and various other types of facilities, Lindell and Earle 1983) found that
nuclear engineers were willing to live closer to a nuclear facility than chemical
engineers but that chemical engineers were willing to live closer to a coal plant
than nuclear engineers! This finding suggests that mere familiarity diminishes
risks even for technicians. Fischhoff s (I 989) position is that while there are
actual risks, no one knows exactly what they are, and that so-called objective
risk estimates issued by experts contain much judgment.

At the same time, it is not at all clear that the public cannot be quite
"objective" about environmental hazards, as long as they are relatively familiar
ones. Morgan 1993) notes that lay people are capable of ordering a set of well-
known hazards in terms of annual numbers of deaths. But, when the same
question is asked in terms of the riskiness of less familiar hazards, they produce
a different order.

This difference lies at the heart of the separation between expert and lay
risk assessment. Researchers in this area assert that these differences arise
because lay people, unlike experts, do not define risks solely in terms of
expected number of deaths. As Slovic and others have shown in numerous
surveys," other attributes of risks are important components of public
perceptions, including:

expert assessments of impacts conditional on an event occurring;

"See Slovic 19921 for summaries and reflections about this work.
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some assessment of probability of the events that itself may be
influenced by the way in which the public uses rules of thumb and
various cognitive processes to interpret small probabilities (Kahnernan
and Tversky 1979);

an assessment of risk attributes such as controllability, dread,
voluntariness, equity (particularly intergenerational), and trust in the
government or utility to deal with problems should they arise.

Given that the public's definition of risk is multifaceted, simply
educating the public about expert risks will not have much effect on their overall
assessment of risks unless the other components of public perceptions of risks
are also addressed.

Other researchers (Kunreuther, Desvousges, and Slovic 1988) describe
this phenomenon a bit differently. In their surveys in Nevada and elsewhere
about individuals' willingness to
accept (WTA a nuclear waste Givemlhdtthe�bubfic'k
repository at various sites, the di
researchers find that individuals . .. .... ........ p ublic .

eduO04� the
who were willing to accept some

about e� r wilt: no ape.compensation for accepting the i k
facility 24% of the sample) were 1� msessimn 4insensitive to the amount, which t�ofkb �un e,.. ....... . . .. .. ..... ..
varied from $1,000 to $5,000 per other�
year for 20 years as a credit on p �are. . . .......their income taxes. The authors .. .. .. .. ...... . . . .. ...... . . . . .conclude that the facility m ust ...... ....... . .. .. ..... . ... .......... . ....... . ... .. .... ... .. . .. ..
meet some minimum standard of
safety before people will consider trade-offs in terms of employment benefits or
other compensation. Thus, looked at in this way, the public is willing to accept
expert risk assessments to a degree, but only after a set of other conditions is
met that have nothing to do with assessments of probabilities and consequences.

Regardless of the way in which the public may view risks, it is often
argued by the technical community that such risks should not be given weight
in policy decisions because the informed public uses irrational rules of thumb
in interpreting the low probabilities that experts assign to nuclear risks and that
most of the public lacks adequate information to assess risks.

Concerning the first point, Kahnernan and Tversky 1979) have
abundantly documented a host of cognitive processes influencing lay risk
assessment. These include framing, the overweighing of low probability events,
etc. The question is whether the risk estimates that arise from these processes
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should then be adjusted to purge the effects of such cognitive processes.
Economic theory is clear on this point. To the extent that perceptions affect
behavior, perceptions are what matter." One need only look at the huge
advertising budgets of cigarette or automobile manufacturers to justify the
powerful effect of perceptions about sexiness, power, or other amorphous
product attributes on willingness to pay. No less is this the case with respect to
nuclear power plants or hazardous waste sites, both of which have, according to
the experts, negligible risks to the public but can have large effects on property
values. Considering the time commitments implied by the public opposition to
siting these facilities and the attempts to close existing facilities, WTP based on
the perception of nuclear power's risks is large indeed.

O n th e second p oint, there is ... ... ... .. ............. ... ........ ................. ........... .... . . .. ...... ......... ........... ..
a lively debate in economics and ..... .. ............C6 OH A . ....... .. ............... .. .. . .......... . .......... ...... ..... .. .. . ... ... . .. .... .... .. . ......... . .. .. . .....other disciplines about the appropriate .... ...... ...qw.1 d b ahead.. en aer� y.... . . .. . ........ .... .. .....................amount of information and ... . .. ... .. ... ..... ...... ..... ... . ... .. .. ... . .. ... ...... .. .. .... ... ......... . .....

VD00stunderstanding required of the public ............. ......... . .... ........ ....... ..... .. ..... ................ ..... .. .. . ...... ..... . ..... .. .. ........ . ...... . . .... .... ... ............ .d the....before their preferences are accepted :Fire....... .... . .......... ....... . ....... ......-M .MW �z�. ose..:tas legitimate input into public policy M ts CIZ = 4H . ........ . ... ....... ................................................decisions. The positions run the i��f ..RW based.:. M........... . .. ..... ... ..... ............. .. . ........... . .......... ........... .. . ..... .. .. .. ..... . ... ..... .. .. ...... .... ...... .. . ...... ........... ............. . ... ...... .. .............. .. . ........ . ............ ..................... . . ....... . . ....... . ...... . ............
gamut from legitimizing the given ��:p. pep Ow........ . .. ....... .. . .... ........... .. ....... .... ......... . . ..... ......... ....state of lay knowledge irrespective of .......... . .....

.. ...........................its depth or accuracy" to relying ..... .
entirely on expert opinion in cases
where the good being valued is unfamiliar or complex. As an intermediate
position, there may be some benefit to weighing more heavily preferences of
individuals already residing in areas hosting nuclear facilities, since "familiarity"
with the hazard appears to be so salient in influencing perceptions." One
problem with this approach is the difficulty of separating risk assessments fm
the influence of the economic benefits (and losses) that such facilities may bring.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we view the disjuncture described
above as a conflict between two sets of risk perceptions: those of the expert and

12One may seek to change preferences, but this lies outside of economic analysis and the welfare-
theoretic paradigm. See Kopp and Sagoff 1993).

13 A corollary to this position is that if it is believed the state of knowledge is too low, one institutes
policies to raise it but that such activities are separable from assessments of risks based on given
preferences. With nuclear risks, however, there is some evidence that communication and information raise,
rather than lower risks.

"Lindell and Earle have examined the preferences of this group relative to those of nuclear ngineers,
chemical engineers, urban residents, etc. and find that the distance they would be willing to reside from a
nuclear power plant is intermediate between that of the nuclear engineers and urban residents.
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those of the layman. In this light, the use of the objective/subjective dichotomy
is pejorative, as is the hard/soft dichotomy. Therefore, we use the terms expert
estimates of risks and lay perceptions of risks -- or expert risks and lay risks.

4.2 LITERATURE ON EXPERT ESTIMATES VS. LAY PERCEPTIONS
OF RISK

This section briefly reviews the literature on the factors that explain the
various elements of lay perceptions of risk. The purpose is to see what
quantitative estimate of the differences between lay perceptions and expert
estimates of risks can be made, and then to use them to calculate the costs of
nuclear accidents, as an example, on an ex ante and ex post basis using the
simulation framework of the previous section."

A. Qualitative Representations of Risk

There is a substantial literature that identifies the main components that
explain subjective risk (see Slovic 1987; Fischhoff 1989; and others). The
findings are of considerable interest in understanding this concept but do not
provide any direct advice on how expert estimates and lay perceptions of risks
are related in quantitative terms. Hence we do not discuss them further in this
paper.

Another strand of research in the qualitative literature examines the
signaling effect of accidents. Kasperson's 1992) concept of the social
amplification of risk applied to the TMI accident shows how the social costs of
that accident were vastly larger than the direct costs, because of tighter
regulation of nuclear plant operations, stricter construction standards, forced
reliance on more expensive energy sources after the closure of some plants that
did not measure up, and the canceling of plans to build new plants in the face
of vastly increased public opposition to things nuclear. Building on Kasperson's
observations, we suggest that another major accident at a nuclear power plant
could very well result in the shutdown of all existing power plants or plants of
similar design. In this case, a measure of the costs of a future nuclear accident
is the probability of an accident times the incremental cost of substituting power
from coal-fired power plants for that of the shutdown nuclear plants. At this
stage, however, we have not been able to estimate this incremental cost,
although we believe it would make a substantial difference to the overall
external costs of the nuclear fuel cycles.

15This paper uses the terms "lay perceptions" and "expert estimates" in an operational sense, but there
is no intrinsic superiority in one over the other.
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A final strand of this literature attempts to explain either hypothesized
or actual individual decisions with respect to some environmental hazard, using
variables such as the probability of an accident, the degree of trust in the
government, etc., to explain these decisions. Research like this helps to explain
the extent to which the various attributes of risk affect decisions. See, for
example, Kunreuther, Easterling, Desvousges, and Slovic 1990) who evaluated
decisions on potential sites for a nuclear repository in Nevada. They find
preferences between sites were influenced by the perceived estimates of the
benefits and costs to individuals, and that perceptions of risks to future
generations played a large part in determining the perceived benefits.

B. Quantification of Lay Risk

Numerous authors have remarked that there has as yet been no attempt
to weigh and combine lay perceptions and expert estimates of risks in an actual
risk assessment. The simulations by Smith 1992) (discussed below) represent
a step in this direction. But, outside of simulation, this statement appears to be
true. According to Slovic 1992), suggestions for performing this task have
included: (i) giving more than proportional weight to preventing accidentsvith
catastrophic consequences (Wilson 1975, Griesemeyer and Okrent 1981); (ii)
adjusting risk estimates to account for risk perception characteristics (Rowe
1977; Litai, Lanning, and Rasmussen 1983); (iii) using multiattribute utility
theory to combine "technical" estimates and lay perceptions of risks (Fischhoff,
Watson, and Hope 1984); and i using a cost-effectiveness paradigm to
allocate more money to risk reduction for hazards that lack controllability, are
poorly understood, and create involuntary risks (Bohnenblust and Schneider
1984).

While no risk assessments have incorporated these suggestions, there
have been some quantitative analyses of lay risks in the literature, although they
are not necessarily targeted to nuclear power plant risks. Indeed, there are
several studies of nuclear repository risks and risks posed by landfills or
hazardous waste sites. While we would prefer to rely on better targeted studies,
analyses by Slovic and others touched on above, show that the public does not
distinguish much between many of these types of hazards." For example
Slovic 1987) finds that the public views risks from a repository as larger than
those from a nuclear power plant. And as we shall see below, the public appears
to view hazardous waste sites and nuclear power plants as interchangeable in
risks.

"Slovic, Layman, and Flynn 1991) discuss survey results before and after TMI which show that the
public perceives the consequences of a nuclear reactor accident to be very similar to that of a nuclear war.
Kunreuther, Desvousges and Slovic 1988) found that the perceived risks of the repository were at least as
great as those from a nuclear reactor or a weapons test site.
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In any event, it should be emphasized that all of the quantitative
explorations in the rest of this paper are based on very strong assumptions to
make up for the lack of a close fit between the available literature and the
questions being asked here. Accordingly, they are merely suggestive of
possible relationships.

C. Use of Risk Ladders

A risk ladder is a graphical representation of risks (usually on a log
scale) usually ranging from certainty down to de minimus risks, with the actual
risks of a variety of hazards located on the ladder to help anchor lay risk
perceptions about the hazard being examined in the study. If experts are asked
to rank the hazard (or to estimate the risk based on a engineering analysis) and
the lay public is asked to rank the hazard, then the ratio of the two risks
(lay/expert) can be used to adjust expert risks through a simple multiplication.
One study is particularly informative in this regard.

The paper by McClelland, Schulze, and Hurd 1990) is useful in
bridging the gap between expert and perceived risks because it uses a risk ladder
to quantify the relative risks people perceive. A mail survey was conducted of
residents in a development located near a municipal waste landfill nominated for
the Superfund Priorities List located in Los Angeles, whose only "health"
problem appears to be related to release of methane gas which causes noxious
odors. No elevated levels of any chemicals have been found. The 768 residents
were asked about their risk perceptions both before and after closure of the site
and their responses were explained by a variety of variables, with women,
families with young children, distance from site (strongly correlated with odor
perception), and age (younger) being strongly correlated with perceived
riskiness.

The distribution of health risk perceptions from the usable responses
(which may be from those most concerned) is bi-modal, expressed as deaths per
1,000,000 persons exposed. Before closure of the site, risks were clustered at
10' and from 10-1 to 10-6, with an average risk of 0022.

To calculate a ratio of lay perceptions of risk to expert risk estimates, we
need an estimate of expert risk. We can assume that it is a "de minimus" risk
of 10-6 , and calculate the average lay risk perception relative to this. 17 The lay
risk estimate apparently ignores responses of risks--l (a sizable percentage) as
being from people who did not understand the concept. Thus, the ratio of lay
perception of risks to expert estimate of risks would be 22* 104 (=0.022/1 0-6).

17 Assuming that expert risks would be 10-6 in this situation is obviously a strong and critical
assumption.
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This ratio would be used to multiply the expert-based estimate of expected
deaths and injuries. Such a procedure would be upwardly biased because we are
applying this percentage to a situation where death risks are larger than with a
landfill. However, applying these results from a landfill context to a nuclear
power plant context would underestimate risks to the extent that lay people
perceive power plant risks as being far higher than risks from municipal
landfills, ceteris paribus. On the other hand, to the extent that odor from the
landfill causes elevated concern about health risks (a mechanism suggested by
the literature), some of this bias may be reduced.

Strictly speaking, the survey results only apply to assessment of risks by
the population within the affected area, which in the landfill case, was about
4,100 homes. Transferring such results to the nuclear power plant case is
difficult because the affected area could be hundreds of miles or more." One
option might be to define the evacuation zone as the "affected area" and use the
distance variable results to define lay risks beyond this point.'9 But, such a
transfer of information from the landfill to the nuclear power case is obviously
problematic.

D. Distance to Acceptance

A number of studies have asked respondents to provide the distance they
would be willing to live from a nuclear or other type of facility (including those
that may be considered "riskless," such as office buildings). One study even
asks this of nuclear engineers and a variety of other groups. We use the relative
distance provided by lay people versus nuclear engineers as a proxy for relative
differences in risk perceptions.

Mitchell 1980) conducted such a survey of the willingness of people to
accept a new facility, using the distance of the facility from their home as a
measure of preference intensity. In 1980 (i.e., after the TMI accident), nearly
2,000 people nationwide were polled. The actual question was: "How close to
your home could the facility be sited before you would want to move to another
place or to actively protest, or wouldn't it matter to you one way or the other
how close the facility was?" Respondents were told that each of the facilities
would be operated according to government environmental and safety
regulations.

"ORNL/RFF (1994b) calculate health effects out to 1,000 miles.

'This variable shows a very fast drop off of risk judgments with distance: 0.45/2 steps per block, or
(with 26 steps in total on a log scale) about 22* 1 0' deaths per block from the site, evaluated at the mean
distance from the site 3.68 blocks).
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Mitchell asks for responses to a coal facility and a nuclear facility,
among other types of facilities (e.g., a 10-story office building, a large factory,
and a disposal site for hazardous chemicals). Having responses to both a coal
and nuclear power plant is particularly advantageous because it permits a very
crude estimation of net risk differentials. However, as separate polling was not
done to distinguish experts from lay people, we assume that all responses are
from the lay public. The locational preference of experts is from the Lindell and
Earle study (see below).

Because the decision problem is one of siting, which takes place as a
result of "voting," we use the locational. preferences of the median respondent.
The results show that the median respondent would not locate closer than about
80 miles from the nuclear plant, and would not locate closer than 69 miles from
the coal plant (say 75). It is also interesting to note that 29% of the
respondents do not want the nuclear facility at any distance, and that about 13%
feel this way about the coal-fired facility (Fig. 2.

Lindell and Earle 1983) take the same approach as Mitchell. They
analyze responses ftom two mail surveys where specific groups (nuclear
engineers, chemical engineers, environmentalists, urbanites, science writers, and
people living near hazardous facilities) were asked about how close they would
be willing to work or live ftom each of eight facilities, including a nuclear and
a coal power plant. The first survey was conducted in 1978 involving 229
individuals nationwide. The second survey was conducted in mid-1980 with 396
individuals. They find, in the aggregate, distance gradients of perceived risks
that are very similar to those of Mitchell. This survey is superior to Mitchell's
for our purposes, however, in that distance gradients are estimated by group and
we can, therefore, designate the gradient for the nuclear engineers as the
"expert" gradient, using other groups for the lay gradient. Lindell and Earle find
that 38% of the nuclear engineers are willing to live or work one mile from the
nuclear facility, while only 7 of the urban residents feel this way. Comparing
responses to the coal plant, 60% of urban residents would be willing to locate
10 miles from the facility while 84% of the chemical engineers would do so.
An interesting finding is that only 47% of the nuclear engineers (i.e., a smaller
percentage than thatfor urban residents) would be willing to locate 10 miles
from the coal facility! Particularly interesting is the finding that nuclear
engineers would locate close to a nuclear facility than chemical engineers, while
chemical engineers would locate closer to a coal facility.

A problem in using the results of this research is the sparse reporting of
results in the paper. The results.for the nuclear facility are ftilly described, but
not for the coal facility or other facilities, where only the percentage of
respondents by group who would be willing to live 10 miles from each type of
facility is given. As shown in Table 3 the median nuclear engineer would be
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willing to live 3 miles from the nuclear facility while the median respondent in
all of the other groups would be willing to live between 30 and 100 miles from
the facility. If the group living near a hazardous facility is designated as the
"lay" group, the median distance would be far closer to 30 miles than if the
urbanites were designated as the "lay" group.

For comparison to Mitchell's findings about acceptable living distances
from a coal plant, 59% of the entire sample in Lindell and Earle's surveys was
found to be willing to live within 10 miles, with the median respondent in nearly
every specific group (except environmentalists and nuclear engineers) willing to
live within 10 miles of the coal plant. This finding accords well with Mitchell's
finding that the median individual would be willing to live 69 miles from the
coal plant."

To use the results of the above two papers to estimate the ratio of lay to
expert risk preferences requires making some strong assumptions. First, we
need to assume that the location decision reflects only health risk preferences;
not potential employment benefits, visibility concerns, or any other factors.
With this assumption, we then can make with more confidence a second
assumption: that the distance response in the surveys reflects the point of
perceived zero risk. This is still a strong assumption if individuals are expecting
declining rent gradients for housing as one moves closer to the facility. If this
is the case (and it may not be, as such an issue was not mentioned in either of
the surveys), then individuals may be making implicit risk-money trade-offs
rather than making a location decision solely on the basis of risk. Third, we
need to assume that an individual who is willing to live closer to a plant than
another individual perceives risks to be lower at every distance from the plant
than the other individual. Then, for convenience, we can make the fourth
assumption that perceived risks fall linearly with distance. Finally, we must
make the strong assumption that risk preferences with respect to a nuclear waste
site are similar to those for hazardous waste sites and nuclear power plants.

With these assumptions we have a situation as depicted in Fig. 3 The
line labeled A represents the perceived risks over distance of the median nuclear
engineer (the "expert"), who, in this hypothetical example, would be willing to
live IO miles from the plant (as a point of zero risk, by assumption). Maximum
risk received by the engineer is represented by Ra. Lines B, B, and 132

2OSmith and Desvousges 1986) repeated the Mitchell analysis for a sample of 609 suburban Boston
residents in 1984. They found the same ordinal preference ordering as Mitchell and Lindell and Earle, with
the most risky facility being nuclear power, followed by hazardous landfills, and coal-fired power plants.
But, the median respondent would live only 22 miles from the nuclear plant and 10 miles from the
hazardous waste site, far closer than the others found. The authors offer that familiarity resulting from so
many hazardous sites in the Boston area may be the cause.



Table 3.

Percentage of respondents willing to live or work within
10 miles of facility by group and facility X

CD

GROUP tz�

Facility Environmentalists Urban Hazardous Science Nuclear Chemical Total
Residents Facility Writers Engineers Engineers

CD
Communities M

Natural Gas 73 67.5 79.1 83.7 85.7 100 78.3 E
Power Plant

Oil Power Plant 65.8 56.4 68 71.1 66.7 91.7 67.3

Coal Power 46.5 55.9 68.2 57.9 47.6 83.5 59.1
Plant

Oil Refinery 48.3 45.9 54.9 49.9 40.5 77.8 51.7

LNG Storage 33.8 46.4 53.6 49.9 52.4 72.3 49
Area

Nuclear Power 15.2 21.5 35.4 31.6 88.1 61.1 35.3
Plant

Toxic Chemical 24.4 24.1 27.8 39.4 23.8 55.5 29.5
Disposal
Facility

Nuclear Waste 14 14.7 18.6 32.4 59.6 47.3 25.1
Disposal
Facility

Facility Mean 1 40.1 41.6 50.7 52 L 58.1 73.7 1 49.4

Source: Lindell and Earle 1983)
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represent the perceived risks over distance of the median urbanite (or other
representative of a "lay" person), who is assumed to be willing to live 20 miles
from the plant. Maximum lay risk is represented by Rb. With the additional
assumption that the median individual in both groups has the same perception
about the rate at which perceived risks fall with distance, then line and line
A are parallel.

Now, as a thought experiment, assume that the median expert and the
median lay person are given the task of assessing the risks to the population.
The two individuals use their own assessment of risks to themselves over
distance, adjusting this risk for the number of people living at various distances
from the prospective power plant. In effect, this involves taking the area under
their risk-distance curves but weighing each risk at a given distance by the
population living at that distance. Assume, for simplicity, that population is
homogeneously distributed around the plant." Then, in the example above,
where the expert would be willing to live no less than 10 miles from the plant
and the lay person would live at least 20 miles from the plant, simple geometry
shows that the total perceived lay risks would be four times that of the expert.
If, as we observe in the Lindell and Earle study, the median nuclear engineer
would be willing to live 3 miles from the plant while the median lay person
would live 60 miles from the plant (picking a round number between 30 and
100 miles), then total lay risks would be 400 times that of the experts.

The assumption that the lay risk line is linear and parallel to the expert
risk line is a strong assumption, made for convenience on y. L nes such as l
or B2 are also plausible. However, a line like Bl, with a slope less than that of
A, seems more plausible than B2. The assumption that RRa seems
unobjectionable, with no prior knowledge on the magnitude of this difference.
However, it is more plausible that an average lay person would perceive risks
falling less rapidly with distance relative to the experts, than the reverse. In this
case, the above estimate of a 400 times difference would be an overestimate of
the difference between lay perceptions and expert estimates of risks.

4.3 SIMULATION OF EXPERT VERSUS LAY RISKS

In this section, we add the distinction between expert estimates and lay
perceptions of risks to the state-dependent utility model developed above. For
modeling lay risks, we take the position of Smith 1992), who posits that "risk

"If population were distributed heterogeneously around the prospect ive plant site, the ratio of the risks
for the two groups might not be affected significantly, although the total population risks could be quite
different.
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perceptions reflect objective information about the events at risk and each
individual's beliefs about the process" (p. 43). Translated into the terminology
used here, this statement implies that lay risk perceptions are formed in part
from what the experts say and in part from one's own preferences, experiences,
as well as knowledge acquired elsewhere.

In Smith's formulation, which is based on Viscusi's 1989) prospective
reference theory approach, the probability of an accident (q) is replaced by a
perceived probability function

(q = Aq,: + ]3q,)/(A + B) (3)

where q, is the individual's initial risk assessment and q. is the expert's risk
assessment which updates the individual's assessment. The parameters A and
B are weights describing the informational content associated with expert risk
assessments versus each person's initial risk level. So, if an individual didn't
believe the experts, it would have a low value, and if an individual totally
believed the experts, would take a zero value. This approach has the
advantage of decomposing the expression into two expected utility functions,
corresponding to the individual's a priori risk assessment and the expert's risk
assessment.

Now, as was done in the previous section, Smith's formulation is
reworked for the parameter values and functions relevant to our problem. This
calculation involves estimating the ratio of damages using the lay-expert
perspective developed above compared to the expert perspective. These ratios
are computed separately from an ex post perspective and from an ex ante
perspective.

The scenarios are specified as they were in the first set of simulations
(see Table 1), with some new probability parameters added. They cover the
same two indirect utility functions examined in the ex ante/ex post simulations
above, with most of the same parameters, reflecting the same degree of risk
aversion, and the same median income. Alternative parameter values are given
for the expert estimate of risk, the initial lay perception of risk, and the weight
assigned to the expert estimate of risk.

The results of the simulations for various parameter values and indirect
utility functions are provided in Table 4 which has two parts, one part for each
utility function. As for Table 2 this table also contains some illustrative
estimates of parameters based on the literature review'(in bold and shaded). The
table provides the ratio of damages when accounting for lay perceptions of risks
(which are influenced by expert estimates of risks) to damages when accounting
only for expert estimates of risks. This ratio is computed from both an ex post
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perspective and an ex ante perspective. Thus, referring to the upper leftmost
portion in the first part of Table 4 when experts' probabilities of the accident
occurring are 0. 1, the initial lay probability is 0. 5, and the weight assigned to the
experts' estimate is 0.5, the ex post (XP) damage using all of this information
is 300 times the damage using only the information from the expert. Similarly,
for these same parameter values, but calculating ex ante estimates, the damages
with lay perceptions admitted are 298 times those with expert estimates
admitted, for the case of a loss of 10% of income and risk aversion of 0.5.

1 Referring only to the unshaded sections of the table, the following
general results can be seen:

(i) As expected, the lay-based to expert-based damage ratio is
proportional to the ratio of the weighted average of lay to experts'
probabilities for the XP case. In the case noted above, the weighted
average lay person's probability estimate is 3 times that of the
expert. 22

(ii) More generally from the ex post perspective, the greater the
divergence between the lay people's and experts' probabilities (e.g.,
because the initial lay probability is higher, or the weight given to
the experts' probability is lower), the greater the ratio.

(iii) From an ex ante perspective, the above conclusions also hold;, i.e.,
in general, the ratio of lay-based to expert-based damages is very
sensitive to the divergence between expert and lay probabilities,
although not strictly as a weighted average of the expert and initial
lay probabilities (as was the case for the ex post perspective).

(iv) Beyond this, the conclusions are much more clouded from th6ex
ante perspective. The lay-based to expert-based damage ratio may
or may not be sensitive to the size of the loss and the degree of risk
aversion assumed, depending on the particular utility function
chosen. For function I, the ratio is insensitive to the size of the
loss. For example, scanning the first row, we find the ratio -varying
from 281 to 29 over very large differences in losses and risk
aversion. Yet for function II, variation is far larger, particularly for
combinations of high risk aversion and high losses.

"((0.1*0.5) + 0.5*0.5))10.1 = 03/0.1 = I
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Table 4 Expert vs. lay damages form ex post (Y.P)
and ex ante XA) perspectives

Utility Function I V (M(I-W))'b

Ratio of Lay to Expert XA (1)

Expert Initial Lay Lay Ratio of 1--0.5 r0 I r-- 0. 5
Probability Probability Weight Lay to

for Expert Expert XP

W=10% W=50% W=10% W=14%

0.10 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.10 0.500 0.50 3.00 2.98 2.91 2.97 2.81

0.10 0.500 0.01 4.96 4.91 4.67 4.85 4.33

0.001 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.001 0.100 0.50 50.50 50.44 50.13 50.38 49.72

0.001 0.100 0.25 75.25 75.11 74.43 74.97 73.50

0.001 0.100 0.05 95.05 94.82 93.74 94.60 92.25

0.001 0.100 0.01 99.01 98.76 97.59 98.53 95.97

6.20E-05 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

6.20E-05 0.012 0.00 193.55 193.49 193.21 193.44 192.83

6.20E-05 0.025 0.00 403.23 402.97 401.75 402.73 400.08

6.20E-05 6.20E-02 0.00 I 1000.00 1 998.41 1 990.93 996.94 980.62

W is potential loss of income if an accident occurs expressed as a percent of total income.

For Utility Function 11 the ratio is dependent on the level of income as is the relative risk aversion, which is given
as r. For cases (i) b=0.0005. For case (H) b=0.00009.

Median Income is 24,807
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Table 4 (cont'd)

Utility Function 11 V -EXP[-BM(I-W)]

Ratio of Lay to Expert XA (1)

Expert Initial Lay Lay Ratio of r--I 12 (i) r-6.2 (i) r--2.0 (ii) r--10.7 (i)
Probability Probability Weight Lay to

for Expert Expert XP

W=10% W=50% W=10% W=14%

0.10 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.10 0.500 0.50 3.00 2.51 1.28 2.93 2.29

0.10 0.500 0.01 4.96 3.63 1.40 4.73 3.13

0.001 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.001 0.100 0.50 50.50 47.66 8.12 50.19 45.44

0.001 0.100 0.25 75.25 69A 9.09 74.56 64�62

0.001 0.100 0.05 95.05 85.53 9.66 93.95 78.82

0.001 I 0.100 0.01 99.01 88.73 9.76 97.82 81.5

6.20E-05 0.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

6.20E-05 0.012 0.00 193.55 190.76 64.26 193.26 188.34

6.20E-05 0.025 0.00 403.23 391.36 86.05 401.97 381.40

6.20E-05 6.20E-02 0.00. 1000.00 930.86 114.72 992.33 878.2

W is potential loss of income if an accident occurs expressed as a percent of total income.

For Utility Function 11 the ratio is dependent on the level of income as is the relative risk aversion, which is given
as r. For cases (i) b=0.0005. For case (ii) b=0.00009.

Median Income is 24,807
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We are now in a position to offer some illustrative estimates, with
parameter values based on the analysis in the U.S. Nuclear Fuel Cycle Report,
of the differences introduced by taking an ex post rather than an ex ante
perspective and an expert-based rather than a lay-based risk perspective." The
key parameter values are: an average loss of 14% of income, an expert-assessed
probability of the event occurring of 6.2x I O-', and a -lay assessment of this
probability that is 400 times that of the expert.2' For sensitivity analysis, we
also use lay/expert probability ratios of 1,000 and 200. As discussed earlier, the
choice of the factor of 400 is illustrative of the ratio of lay to expert risks
associated with several studies discussed above (Mitchell 1980; Lindell and
Earle 1983; see also Smith and Desvousges 1986).

The results are shown in the shaded portions of Table 4 for the lay
versus expert risk comparisons and Table for the combined comparison of
damage estimates computed with respect to ex ante/ex post perspectives and
lay/expert risks. The key results are in bold.

Referring to Table 4 we note first that the lay-based to expert-based
damage ratios computed from an ex post perspective (in column four for each
utility function) equal the assumed ratios of lay perceptions to expert estimates
of risks. This result follows because the probabilities of an accident are not
embedded in the utility function but simply multiple terms derived from it to
estimate willingness to pay. When the expert probability is set at 6.25xIO-11', the
corresponding ratio of lay to expert risks probabilities are 0, 192, 403, and 1,000
respectively. Second, with losses of 14% of income, the results from an ex ante
perspective (in bold) are quite close to those from an ex post perspective,
independent of utility function and risk aversion. Thus, a rule of thumb for
scaling up expert ex post damage estimates to account for lay perceptions of
risks approximates an approach of scaling up an expert-based ex ante damage
estimate to account for lay perceptions of risks. (See the discussion of Table 
below for a direct numerical comparison of ex ante and ex post estimates to
make this point clearer.)

"Note that this analysis is in "utils," thus, without specifying the marginal utility of money, we cannot
convert these estimates to a monetary value, other than by assuming that the oss is the ex post estimate
and noting that with risk aversion, this loss will be underestimated.

"For ease of display, we provide the expert probability, an initial lay probability that is 400 times that
of the expert, and assign the expert's probability a zero weight, making the initial and the final lay
perception of the probability identical.



Table 5. Ratios of ex ante to ex post damages
based on adjusted probabilities

Utility Function I V = M(I_W))Ab

CD

Ratio of Ex Ante to Ex Post Damages rA

Expert Initial Lay Lay r0.5 r-- 0. 5 r-- 0. 5 r-0.5 r--O I r-- 0 I
Probability Probability Weight

for Expert

W=O I % W I 0/ W=506/o W=14% W=50% W=14%
rA
PIV0.10 0.000 1.00 1.0023 1.02370 1.15442 1.03392 1.02867 1.00668 CA

0.10 0.500 0.50 1.00018 1.01843 1.12010 1.0208 1.02303 1.00523

0.10 0.500 0.01 1.00013 1.01327 108647 1.01899 1 1.01716 1.00380

0.001 0.000 1.00 1.00025 1.02631 1.17140 1.03765 1.03134 1.00738

0.001 0.100 0.50 1.00024 1.02500 1.16291 1.03578 1.03001 1.00703

6.20E-05 0.000 1.00 1.00025 1.02633 1.17156 1.03768 1.03136 1.00739

6.20E-05 0.012 0.00 1.00025 1.02602 1.16951 1.03724 1.03104 1.00730

6.20E-05 0.025 0.00 1.00024 1.02568 1.16728 1.03675 1.03070 1.00721

6.20E-05 6,20E-02 0.00 1 1.00023 1 1.02470 1 1.16094 1 1.03535 1 1.02970 1 1.006

W is potential loss of income if an accident occurs expressed as a percent of total income.

For Utility Function 11 the ratio is dependent on the level of income as is the relative risk aversion, which is given as r. For cases (i) b=0.0005.
For cases (ii) b=0.00009.

Median Income is 24,807



Table 5. (cont'd)

Utility Function II V = EXP[-bM(1-W)]

Ratio of Lay to Expert XA (1)

Expert Initial Lay Lay r--12.4 (i) r-- 12 (i) r=6.2 (i) r--10.7 (i) r--l.1 (ii) r--l.9 (ii)
Probability Probability Weight

for Expert

W=O I % W=10% W=50% W=14% W=50% W=14%

0.10 0.000 1.00 1.00560 1.77114 6.31634 2.20976 1.67315 1.15290

0.10 0.500 0.50 1.00435 1.48395 2.68875 1.68310 1.43329 1. 1 1369

0.10 0.500 0.01 1.00313 1.29527 1.78885 1.39320 1.26856 1.07851

0.001 0.000 1.00 1.00622 1.97832 64.58301 2.68730 1.83772 1.17371

0.001 0.100 0.50 1.00591 1.86718 10.38784 2.41808 1.75034 1.16318

0.001 I 0.100 0.01 1.00561 1.77294 6.36361 2.21348 1.67461 1.15310 X

6.20E-05 0.000 1.00 1.00623 1.98060 78.24230 2.69319 1.83949 1.17391

6.20E-05 0.012 0.00 1.00615 1.95211 25.97606 2.62070 1.81731 1.17135

E-05 0.025 0.00 1.00607 1.92230 16.69796 2.54739 1.79394 1.168

:,20E-05 6.20E-02 0.00 1.00584 1.84365 8.97592 2.36517 1.73157 1.16077j CD- CA

W is potential loss of income if an accident occurs expressed as a percent of total income.

For Utility Function 11 the ratio is dependent on the level of income as is the relative risk aversion, which is given as r. For cases (i) b=0.0005.
For cases (ii) b0.00009.

Median Income is 24,807

rA
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Referring to the shaded portions of Table 4 for sensitivity analysis, we
note that for combinations of small losses and low risk aversion, the ay-
based damage estimates from an ex ante perspective are fairly close to those
from an ex post perspective, irrespective of utility function assumed. This
result does not hold, however, when risk aversion and losses are large, except
for Function 1. For Function 11, the ratio of lay-based to expert-based ex ante
damage estimates is actually smaller for the large risk aversion/large loss
cases.

5. SIMULATIONS OF EU VS EED PERSPECTIVES

The final set of simulations are performed on a model that combines
both the ex ante/ex post perspective with the expert-lay perspective. Table 
presents the simulation results. Referring again to the unshaded portions of the
table, we can make the following generalizations:

(i) Differences in expert and lay probability assessments have very
little effect on the ratio of ex ante to ex post damages because these
differences appear in both the numerator and the denominator of the
expressions underlying this ratio, i.e., this divergence affects
damage estimates from both perspectives;

(ii) The greater the lay perceptions of risks over the expert estimates of
risks the smaller the ex ante/ex post damage ratio;

(iii) The variance of the damage ratio caused by differences in lay-based
and expert-based probabilities rises as the loss and risk aversion
increase. Referring to function 11 in Table 5, we observe that with
a 0.1% income loss the ratio is nearly identical for each lay-expert
risk combination, while this ratio differs greatly for the same
combinations when the loss is 50% of income;

(iv) When' the losses are large, the risk aversion large, and the
probabilities- small (what might be regarded as the classic set of
conditions for public perception of nuclear power risks), the ratio
of ex ante to ex post damage is very sensitive to the lay-expe'rt
probability differential. This result is seen, for instance, in Table
5, Function 11. Giving the expert-based probability of 0.00 a 0%
weight and the initial lay-based probability of 0.0 a 0% weight
gives an ex ante to ex post damage ratio of 1 4 when losses are
50% of income, but this ratio falls to 64 if the expert weight is
0.01 and rises to 64 if the expert is given all the weight.
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Turning to the bold-set . . ...... . .. .. .......... ..
portions of the table, if utility ft. ... .... . .... ...... .... ....... ... ........... ... .... . . ......... .........functions were actually of the . ........ ..... .-r :.averstisk. A" d M, e.. . . . .. ..... ....... .. . . .. .. .. .. .-form of function 1, we could .................IrobabdAf eS:..� O W. .. ........generally ignore all of the issues AC.

arMW41, xvost: 4s ...........discussed in this paper, as the
ratio of ex ante to ex post damage I e.. O_
is very close to I for almost all hil diff MiL .... ..... .
parameter values assumed in the :M .. .. .. ..... .
sensitivity cases. The exception
is the case where the potential loss of income reaches 50%. For other utility
functions, the ratios of ex ante to ex post damages appear to be more influenced
by risk aversion assumptions than by the form of the utility function, as the
ratios are also around 2 for relatively low risk aversion. 23) but increase
significantly for risk aversion over IO. However, the levels of probabilities and
the difference between lay-based and expert-based probabilities are not
particularly significant factors in affecting the ex ante to ex post damage ratio.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Current practice in estimating the damages from low probability-high
consequence events appears to ignore significant features of the problem.
Individual aversion to risk, the ex ante perspective in decision making under
uncertainty, and lay risk perception all appear to affect individuals' willingness
to pay to avoid the risks of those types of accidents. These factors accord with
observed behavior and with the theory that underlies it, but are not part of
conventional estimates of damages.

The difference between lay and expert risk perception is a particularly
important element conceptually. While no one wishes to see public policy
decisions made on the basis of an uninformed, irrational public, the idea is
advanced here that the public can make rational and replicable assessments about
risks and that the concept of risk held by the public is broader than that of the
experts. Neither concept is right nor wrong, but to ignore such differences in
risk perceptions means ignoring the real economic consequences of such
differences, whether in depressed property values near sites with undesirable
activities or in the inability of utilities to build and operate certain types of
power plants.

Beyond explaining how these conceptual elements can be addressed, this
paper has sought to give some empirical content to these issues through a series
of simulations. These simulations use several different portrayals of individual
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preferences (i.e., two different state-dependent utility functions). In this effort,
we have built on and extended work by Freeman 1989) and Smith 1992) To
make the simulations as "realistic" as possible, we have drawn on the scant
literature available for parameter values and, in particular, have used baseline
data and results from a conventional damage assessment of nuclear power plant
accidents performed as part of the U.S.-EC Fuel Cycle Study.

The results are in the form of the ratio of the damages estimated by taking
the above elements into account (what we term the expected utility approach,
EU) to the damages estimated without these elements (the expert expected
damage approach, EED). We find, for a model that takes expert estimates of
risks as given, that this ratio is greater the greater the risk aversion, the smaller
the probability of the event, and the greater the loss if the event occurs. This
is precisely the case one might expect to be applicable to estimating damages
from a nuclear power plant accident. Nevertheless, with the parameter values
taken from the traditional (EED) damage estimate, our results are more
equivocable. We find that the utility function chosen makes a big difference in
the estimates of damages and that for one of the functions examined, the
difference is trivial. In addition, we find that the results are not very sensitive
to the estimate of the probability of the event.

The scant literature on differences between expert and lay risk perceptions
provides a poor basis for judging how wide this gap is. More research in this
area that seeks to quantify these differences rather than simply describe them is
desperately needed. Using an illustrative ratio from this literature of lay to
expert risks, and a model that bases lay risk perceptions on expert risk estimates
and a weighing factor for how much the expert is believed, we find, not
surprisingly, that damages under the EED approach are proportionally:higher
when lay risks are used rather than expert risks. We also find, however, that
this difference is not proportional when the EU.approach is. used and, in fact,
that the EU approach gives somewhat smaller estimates of damage than the EED
approach (using lay risks). How different the estimates are depends very much
on the utility function assumed.

In the- imulations putting all the elements together, we explore results in
terms of the ratio of damages. using the EU approach with lay risks versus
expert risks to that using the EED approach with lay versus expert risks. Using
lay risks instead of expert risks makes a big difference in the level of damage,
but not to the ratio, because either lay risks or expert risks appear in both the
numerator and the denominator. For parameters from the U.S.-DOE Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Study, the other issues discussed in this paper could be ignored if
Utility Function I appropriately describe preferences. But, this function is
probably less consistent with the evidence on individual behavior than Utility
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Function IL Results using the latter function are quite sensitive to the degree of
risk aversion assumed, less so to the probability and magnitude of the event.

There is a compelling conceptual and empirical case for specifying a
model for estimating damage from low probability-high consequence accidents
that accords with economic
theory. There are big differences ............... . . ............ .. ........between experts' and lay people's .... .. . . .. . .. .. ... ........ .. .... ... ....... . ............ . .. ... .. ...... .. .. ...... .... . . ... . .. .. ..... ....... .. . ...... . .. ... ......... .. . ... ....
estimates of the externalities TheM ww&��edsv reconcaw&n;.. . . ........ ... . . .
associated with the risks of those .......... . ...

.. .. ..... . 0 aw
accidents. Such a model provides .... ....... . . . ..... .

....pereepaons. apP. .......... ... ...... . . .... ........ .... ............ .... . .. ......... . .. .. ..a bridge to understand those JMMM i. n. . . .. ....... . . . ........... .... .... .... . . . . . .. . . . ........... .. ...differences better. While the ..... . .. . . .. .. .....
#& * fibw..:.an O �,whxch::)M....empirical issues are clouded by a .. .... .. ..

lack of inform ation on the . . ....... ... . .. .... .. .. .... . .....n and Zi�� P-ax: . ..... eX�.�appropriate utility ftinctio are UM AR��.... .... . ... ....... ..... . ..... . ...... ......... ....... ........... M.our X :.9 a V e�Whdegree of risk aversion, d d h M.. ...... ........ . .......... .. . ... ........ .. .. .simulations indicate the likely
differences between estimates
based on the EED probabilistic risk assessment approach and those based on the

25EU "risk valuation" approach. We would argue that, until the presently
sparse literature on the risk valuation method is significantly expanded,
particularly in the direction of assessing the willingness to pay to reduce or
eliminate power plant accident risks, little progress can be made in estimating
such damages using that approach directly. However, this paper shows that the
ratio of expert-based estimates of damages to lay-based estimates can be
approximated (for the ex post valuation case) by the ratio of expert to lay
perceptions of risks.

There is no easy reconciliation of the differences between these
perceptions. It can only happen from communication of information and views,
which is a two-way process in which both parties are educating, and being
educated, by the other. Two important messages of this paper are that lay
people's perceptions of risk are as equally "valid" as expert estimates of risk,
and that the former should be given greater emphasis than they currently receive
in estimating the expected damages from low probability - high consequence
events.

The EED approach is based on a number of defensible technical methods that have been developed
over a number of years (they are not discussed in this paper).
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Finally, we note that while the context for this paper is a study of
externalities, the analysis in the paper is directed at estimates of damages."
These damages may not be externalities. Whether they are depends on the
policy and regulatory setting.

26 Damages are as defined on p. 18-1.
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